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About This Game

Guide your Hookshot ball or square through various levels. The ball Hookshot can move in 360 degrees through the level and
the square can only move in 4 directions. The first levels are easy so you will get custom to the controls but later levels will

introduce moving platforms, spikes, disappearing blocks, boost platforms, moving spike balls, timed door triggers and even the
whole level will rotate. Hookshot is a nice little game that only use one button to play so it’s easy to play but hard to master.
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It's a kinda fun 2 hour romp. Very quick however, and there's little replayability though.

I bought it because well, i'm a huge fan of the novel. The connection this hidden object finder has to the book is minimal, but
it's there. Wish it could've been expanded upon more.

Honestly not worth the 5$ i paid for it, but if you find this on sale for a buck or so and you enjoy a quick Hidden Object game,
it's worth. Minigames are kinda fun.

The only highlight of this are the few segments where you get to visulize what Gatsby's house looked like before his demise.

But yeah. Buy if you're bored, and you like The Great Gatsby. But don't blow 5 bucks like i did.. Interactiva story about man
who can chance outcome of the war from just building tanks. Couple of different endings and funny easter eggs. One of the best
history lessons about bronze age. I cant wait what comes next from developers. If you are intrested you can start from demo and
buy the game if you like it.. What can I say, I fell in love with IBOLOGY's games when they released the greatest space Rogue-
light game of all time; Approaching Infinity. Too bad that game is tied up in bad-publisher purgatory. I only have a couple of
hours in Curse of Yendor but I have days in Approaching Infinity.

The Curse of Yendor IS one of the tightest little roguelikes on Steam. Even at full price you can't go wrong.. Really enjoyed this
it's kinda like a disney ride and way worth being free.. This game is awesome! My opinion 10\/10. Interesting story and ending.
Gameplay is smooth and fun.. Quite a fun little game. Lots of pyrotechnics and nice art style to boot. The puzzles have been
interesting without being too frustrating.. If you enjoyed Hardcore 4x4 on PS1, you'll probably enjoy this game. I recommend
it.. Well worth the asking price. If you've ever done a 48 hour game jam it's easy to relate to these developers. Watching each
game come together in each episode was very entertaining and the footage was very well put together with a nice soundtrack.
My only complaint is that you never grow too attached to any of the developers because each episode consists of new devs
making a game in just 48 hours opposed to watching them and their game grow over an extended time. I would buy a sequel no
questions asked.. Too repetitive. Too fast. Some might like it. I got bored pretty quick. Might be worth $5.. wow - isis mod it is
then
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I went through a factory with spinny electic outlets and killed a naked man so I could tear off his skin and give it to a cultist
10/10. recomend this game to gift to a friend you dont like as a way of showing you hate them 5\/7 perfect. There's nothing
wrong with STARDROP; if this is on sale, grab a copy.

However.

If you're looking for a linear adventure with hand-holding, soft tension, calm atmosphere, and easy puzzles STARDROP is the
perfect afternoon indie game. It lasts about 5 hours, or more if you're thorough enough and enjoy hidden items and such. The
voice acting is enjoyable, the writing OK, the story is compelling, and the graphics are decent, along with the animation.

If you're of the gaming mind where you expect a blend of Dead Space and System Shock 2, this is nowhere near that kind of
game, and you'll be disappointed.

But then again, perhaps STARDROP needs some more grit in it to make it feel more complete?. Insanely fun. Cute, but
overpriced. Clicking through dialogs, but no "real" crafting (just clicking on ingredience in storage or instantly bought). Also no
"real" foraging, Mining etc. Basically one is just investing daily energy points for various tasks.
. Lots of potential with an integrated map editor and solid multiplayer. It was good fun amongst friends. Seems to be frequently
updated with bug fixes and new content on the regular.

It's for those who like these types of games! surely it is worth the small price of admission. yah cheapos!
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